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Sympathetic Ophthalmitis in War Injuries

The Czechoslovak Medical Bulletin, No. IV, contains a paper on
the subject of war injuries of the eye and sympathetic ophthalmitis
by Prof. Loewenstein. Reports of the incidence of sympathetic
ophthalmitis in warfare have varied greatly during the past 100
years. In the American Civil War a percentage of 161 was
recorded and in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 one of 55&6. In
contrast with this figure Dimmer, from the official army report,
concluded that not one of the 99 cases described could be accepted
as the genuine article according -to the, reported clinical signs.
Masugi found a percentage of 5 5'among Japanese- soldiers in the
Russo-Japanese war. Records of more recent wars are much less
alarming. Sir Arnold Lawson found no cases in his war blind men
at St. Dunstan's. The German figure for the years 1914-18 was
13 cases and the French 35 cases.

Sympathetic ophthalmitis does not show itself immediately. The
shortest interval between; injury and the first sign of inflammation in
the second eye is 9 days; a shorter interval than three weeks is
rare and the most dangerous tine iJs that between the fourth and
eighth week following the inital§ itijury. Thefirst-aid post is not
the place in which to enu.cleate a wounded eye. It should be
washed out with sterile water, bandaged and sent -to the ophthalmic
surgeon at the-;casualtv cleainng station or base hospital with a
clearly marked ticket, "eye injury." A war wounded eye is by no
means an easy case fo-r enucleation, nor can anyone without
experience decide in -a moment 'whether the eye is a hopeless case
or whether an attempt to save it can be made. But 'in the present
war, especially on the Eastern Front, the defence depth may extend
to thirty or forty miles on either side of the front line. "A time
evacuation factor" has to be considered and if this appears.likely
to exceed 3-4 days a suspected eye should be excised.
A case bearing on early excision in warfare sticks in the writer's

memory. It was that of an N.C.O. who received. a contusion at the
first battle of Ypres. When the writer saw him at a civilian hospital
'in England his eye was quite white and there was some vision,
about 6/36 according to memory. 'the patient said that he had
been advised to have his eye removed but, as he could see with it,
he had refused. The cQndition found was one of subluxation of the
lens-and with an appropriate cylinder vision of 6/6 was obtained..
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